
A source sheet and ritual guide to the Ashkenazi Jewish women’s of feldmestn and 
kneytlekh-leygn – by Annabel Cohen  
 
In the rituals of Feldmestn (cemetery measuring) and kneytlekh leygn (laying or placing 
wicks) threads or candlewicks were drawn or measured around the perimeter of a cemetery or 
a specific grave and then used to make special soul candles, often for Yom Kippur. The 
surviving examples of the tkhines (Yiddish prayers) said during the ritual and whilst making 
candles suggest that in forging this connection with the burial place of the recent dead, the 
candles are imbued with the resonance of the ancestral line, allowing the living to call upon 
the ancestors for support in their petitions to G-d.  
 
For the most part lost forgotten by what we today think of as Ashkenazi Judaism, the rituals 
were practised for at least two centuries in Eastern Europe, and are mentioned occasionally in 
Yiddish literature, memoirs, and studies. The earliest sources I have found are from the early 
18th Century. Most non-fictive sources are from present day Lithuania and Belarus, although 
references in Yiddish literature suggest the practise was common throughout Eastern Europe. 
From what I have read, the ritual was carried out exclusively by women, and in many places 
by an experienced or even paid professional woman known as a feldmesterin – cemetery 
measurer.  
 
Most common in the month of Elul, the rituals were conducted throughout the year at times 
when, like at Yom Kippur, the boundary between the worlds of the living and the dead 
seemed to be thinning.  
 
A memorial book from Pruzhany, Poland, written by former residents in 1958 after the 
Pruzhany Jewish community’s destruction in the holocaust, states that:  

‘Cemetery measuring’ is used in cases of severe illness. It is done in this way: several 
women walk around the cemetery and measure like so: one holds a ball of cotton in 
her apron, and a second coils the thread around the cemetery. Later, the thread is 
placed in a bowl of wax, then divided into shorter threads and rolled into candles. 
While extending the thread, one says the following:  

 ,גנַאל ,קרַאטש למעדעֿפ סָאד ןעמ טײרד ,עלעטײנק ַא המשנ ריא רַאֿפ ,עלעטײצ עמַאמ ַא בָאה'כ
 גנַאל

Kh’hob a mame Tseytele, far ir neshome a kneytele, dreyt men dos fedeml shtark, 
lang, lang. 

I have a mama, Tseytele, For her soul - a kneytele (candle wick), The thread is spun, 
strong, long, long. 

The candle is later placed as a gift in the Beys-Medresh – the house of study and 
prayer.’  

- A Fayvushinsky, ‘Pruzhener Folklor’, Pinkes fun der shtot Pruzhene ( BuenosAires, 1958) p.202. 
Available online in the digital collections of the New York Public Library. 



The philosopher Salomon Maimon describes in his memoirs, written in 1792-3, how his 
mother-in-law employed a feldmesterin to assuage a malevolent spirit, when she feared she 
had angered the spirit of his own mother:  
 

‘Coming home from shul (synagogue) I didn’t see my mother in law at home and 
found my wife in tears. I asked her why she was crying, but she didn’t want to tell me 
anything. My mother in law then returned with tearful eyes and looking dejected. As I 
later discovered, she had gone to the cemetery where she threw herself on my 
mother’s grave and begged her to forgive her sin. After that, she had the cemetery 
measured and a wax candle made, long as the scope of the cemetery, to light in shul 
(synagogue).’ 
 
- Maimon, Salomon, Goldshmidt, A.Y, Shelomoh Maymons Lebensgeshikhte (Tomor, Vilne, 1927) 

pp.75-76.  
 
 
 
In Moyshe Kulbak’s novel ‘Montog’ (Monday), set during the Russian revolution, a 
description of his two witchy feldmesterins, Stesye and Gnesye, highlights the magical 
quality of the practise, and it’s power in a time of death, violence and uncertainty.  
 

‘They crawl down from their sleeping places, pour water over their hands three times 
with blessings, tie and button themselves up, and little by little, take out the dead 
thread from the casket. 

Then they open the low, heavy door of the Ta’are house, and they come out into the 
cemetery. 

Oh, how the stars are shining. 

Stesye takes up the end of the thread and walks far ahead. And Gnesye holds the ball 
behind her, uncoiling it bit by bit, and like this they measure the cemetery. 

Like this. 

The white thread stretches out in the darkness, it swirls and expands in the wind, 
which blows, it unrolls itself up longer and longer up in the sky, until it entangles the 
church spires and tall towers of the city. It catches the stars in its web. And so it spins, 
and weaves, and envelopes the whole town in a dead thread.’ 

- Moyshe Kulbak, Montog ( Warsaw,1926), pp.18-19. 

 
 
 

 



 

Another beautiful literary description of the practise, this time highlighting the 
invocation of of ancestral connection, is found in a poem by Yiddish poet Morris 
Rosenfeld, in his 1904 collection Gezamlte Lider:   

 

 

 
Feld-mestn  
 
Forward goes old Mina,  
And behind her, Fesye-Tsveytl 
Mina cries and says the Tkhine* 
While the other lays the kneytl. 
 
And the tears roll slowly down 
Still and warm onto the Tkhine; – 
Sobbing, but with scarce a sound  
Utters full of grief old Mina:  
 
Powerful lord of all worlds! I,  
Your weak, poor servant maid,  
Measure where the wise ones lie,  
In peaceful dwellings, quiet graves.  
 
All the silent little mounds 
I measure now, oh kind One,  
Where are resting staunch and sound,  
Your fervently loved children. 
 
Who sing hymns there, by your throne, 
In the heavens vast and deep 
Each one from their own abode 
Through their sweet eternal sleep. 
 
And from the wick which here I lay,  
Will, full with dread and horror,  
Make candles, God, your Fesye-Tsvey,  
By which to teach, your Torah.  
 
By which to beg you for forgiveness,  
That you should, despite all, hear,  
Jacob’s truthful prayer, and witness  
Israel’s devoted tears.  
 

 
 
 
Foroys geyt di alte Mine 
Un fun hintn Fesye-Tsveytl 
Mine veynt un zogt di tkhine 
Un di tsveyte leygt dem kneytl 
 
Un es kayklen zikh di trern 
Shtil un varem af der tkhine;  
Khlipendik, nor koym tsu hern  
Zogt farklempt di alte Mine: 
 
“Shtarker Harr fun ale velten! 
Ikh dayn dinstmoyd, shvakh un orem,  
Mest di ruike getseltn 
Di tsadikims shtile kvorim 
 
Ale bergelakh di shtume 
Mest ikh guter got, atsinder 
Vu es ruen dayne frume 
Dayne heys-gelibte kinder 
 
Velkhe zingen dortn shire  
Far dayn shtul in hoykhen himl 
Yeder eyner fun zayn dire 
Durkh zayn eybik zisn driml 
 
Un fun dem geleygtn kneytl  
Vet mit furkhtikayt un moyre 
Makhn likht dayn Fesye Tsveytl 
Um tsu lernen, Got, dayn Toyre 
 
Um tsu betn dikh mekhile  
Az du zolst shoyn fort derhern 
Yankev’s emesdike tfile 
Un derzen Yisroyl’s trern 



Ritual guide 
 
The following descriptions of how the rituals are performed have been taken from a 1906 
study by Jewish Russian Anthropologist S. Weissenberg, published in the Berlin journal 
‘Mitteilungen zur jüdischen Volkskunde – Communications on Jewish folklore.’   
 
Weissenberg begins with the following introduction:  
 

“In South Russia, the rare custom of measuring the 'feld' (Friedhot - graveyard) and 
the Kejwer (grave) of close relatives and friends has survived to the present day. This 
measurement usually takes place on a Monday or Thursday in the month of Elul, but 
it can also be carried out daily after the first Selichah. During this time, there are 
always some older women in the graveyards who know how to measure and who 
carry the necessary cotton thread wrapped in balls with them. At least two, but 
usually three, women are used for field measurements, depending on the length, 
thickness and number of candles that the measuring woman intends to make, the 
wicks of which the threads are used for.”  
 

From his description of the ritual, two are needed to conduct one measurement, three if you 
want to make two measurements, with two balls of thread at the same time. I have adapted 
the description for just one measurement, since this is simpler, requiring only two people.  
 
 
Feldmestn: cemetery measuring   
Begin at the entrance of the cemetery. One person holds a large ball of thick cotton thread or 
string in one hand. The other person stands to the right of them, gathers some grass or ‘any 
other suitable object’ from the cemetery floor and hold it in their left hand, taking the end of 
the ball of thread in their right hand. Turn left and move together slowly around the cemetery 
in a clockwise direction, keeping close to the fence or wall. While you walk, the first person 
slowly unrolls the ball of thread, which the second person lets fall on the on the object they 
hold in their left hand, winding up the thread in their right hand.  
 
As in Rosenfeld’s poem, the person who intends to make the candles (usually the person with 
the connection to that specific cemetery), walks behind those conducting the measurement, 
reciting prayers. I haven’t as of yet come across an example of a specific tkhine for feldmestn 
except for that in Rosenfeld’s poem, which could be read ereh . The prayer below said grave 
measuring could also be adapted for a cemetery measurement.  
 
A few sources, like the one above from Pruzhany, say that a song would be sung by the 
measurers during feldmestn. The Pruzhany example is the only complete one I’ve found, but 
sadly without any indication of the tune. Measurers may want to say, hum or chant that song, 
or any other that feels appropriate.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Keyver Mestn : the encirclement of a specific grave  
This requires only one person – again, usually  not the person with the connection to the 
deceased, who according to Weisenberg, stands to the side during this process. The thread is 
wrapped several times around the ‘grave house’ or the perimeter of the grave, being sure to 
wrap the thread around the back of the headstone as in the picture.  
 
Keyver mestn seems to shares characteristics with the Kabbalistic practise of wrapping 
colourful thread around Rachel’s tomb in Jerusalem, which was then worn around the wrists, 
ankles and neck for protection against the evil eye. In this practise the thread was wrapped 7 
times, so unless another number feels more significant to you, I suggest 7.  During or after 
doing this, say the following prayer:  
 

 ןוא ריד וצ ןעמוק וצ ןעװעג חירטמ ךיז טָאה )ןעמָאנ( רעטכָאט ענַײד ,)ג.ד ןוא רעטומ( רעטָאֿפ רערעַײט
 .ןטעב וצ טָאג רַאֿפ רעדניק עריא ןוא ןַאמ ריא ןוא ריא רַאֿפ חירטמ ךיז עשז־ַײז ,ןטסעמ וצ רֿבק ןַײד
 )װ.א.א( .ריא ףלעה ןוא טֿפַאשביל רעקידרעירֿפ ןַײד ןיא ךיז ןקיטומרעד

tayerer foter (muter un dos glaykh), dayne tokhter (nomen) hot zikh matriekh geven 
tsu kumen tsu dir un dayn keyver tsu mestn, zay-zhe zikh matriekh far ir un ir man un 
ire kinder far got tsu betn. dermutikn zikh in dayn frierdiker libshaft un helf ir (un azoy 
vayter.) 

Dearest father (mother/friend/sibling etc – relationship to the deceased), your 
daughter (friend/sibling etc) (name) has taken the trouble to come to you and to 
measure your grave , take the trouble to pray to God for her and her husband and her 
children. Muster in yourself earlier love, and help her … etc (own prayers can be added 
here.)  

Weissenberg notes that the person with the connection to the grave stands nearby saying ‘the 
corresponding prayers’ but doesn’t specify what these were. A more personal version of the 
above tkhine, followed by the mourner’s kaddish, feels like an appropriate suggestion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Kneytlekh leygn: making the soul candles 

After the measurement, the threads should be cut into roughly equally sized parts, and used as 
wick to make candles. Some suggest rubbing the threads in oil or boiling them in saltwater 
and then leaving them over night first. For a basic candle making guide see 
https://www.candletech.com/candle-making/how-to-make-hand-dipped-taper-candles/.  

Narrow bridge candles also offers a complete soul-candle ritual kit, complete with pre-dipped 
wicks and more ideas on how to bring the ritual to life, including adaptations that can be 
carried out even without access to a cemetery. 
https://www.narrowbridgecandles.org/products/soul-candles-ritual-kit 

A tkhine for kneytlekh leygn – to be said when placing the wicks in the wax 
This is a version of Sore Bas Toyvim’s tkhine for making Yom Kippur candles which 
features in her popular collection of tkhines for women, Shloshe Sheorim – the three gates. 
This example is taken from Mendele Moykher Sforim’s 1899-1912 autobiographic novel, 
Shloyme Reb Chaims, and is probably a description of the tkhine said by his own mother. The 
words are almost the same as those featured in most versions of Shloshe Sheorim, but I chose 
this example because it is particularly beautiful, and also because it demonstrates the 
adaptability of tkhines. For example, the references to the capturing of children and to 
‘defamation’ are particular to this example, reflecting two very pressing concerns of Jewish 
communities in 19th century Russia – the forced recruitment of young Jewish men and boys 
into the Tsarist army, and antisemitism.  

This tkhine can in turn be adapted for today, by choosing particular things from which you 
want to ask for G-d’s protection in the coming year. The names and/or characteristics of the 
ancestors called on can also be changed to reflect the specific things for which you are 
asking.  

‘Raboyne ShelOylem - Master of the Universe - merciful God! The candles which we 
will install in Shul, for the sake of your Holy Name and the holy, pure souls, shall rouse 
the Oves and Imoes - Fathers and Mothers, that they should from their graves entreat 
on our behalves, that no evil, no troubles, no suffering should come to us, and our 
light, and our husbands’ light, and our children’s light shall not be extinguished before 
the time comes, God Forbid …  

I will place the thread for our father Abraham, who you rescued from the fire in the 
lime-kiln, that you should also purify us from sin in this way, that our souls should 
come to you free of guilt, pure as they first entered our bodies.  

By the virtue by which I place this thread for our mother, Sarah, should God blessed-be 
[he] remember the virtue of her grief, when her beloved son Yitskhok was led to be 
sacrificed. Let her be a good advocate, that our own children should not be captured 
from our homes, they should not be taken away from us and not carried off far from 
us like stray sheep.  



By the virtue by which we place this thread for our father Yitskhok, that you should 
take pity on us that we should bring up our children and be able to send them to 
cheder/provide them with an education, that like the candles our children’s eyes 
should light up in learning the beloved Torah …  

For the thread, which we place for our father Yankev, who you saved from his 
enemies, standing by him in his needs, so should you save us from all destroyers and 
accusers that they should not be able to slander us with wrongdoings, fabricate 
defamation to darken our name … We should on the Day of Reckoning receive a good 
judgement along with our husbands and children, we should God Forbid not be made 
widows and our children not orphans…  

By the virtue of Shloyme [Solomon] who built the temple in Jerusalem and prayed that 
even when a non-Jew, a stranger from another nation, should come into to the temple 
and entreat you, that his prayers should also be accepted – by this virtue, Master of 
the Universe, should the gates of heaven not be locked before my prayer, and let me 
be mentioned favourably with my husband and with my children and with all good 
people in the New Year. Amen!" 

- Mendele Moykher Sforim, ‘Shloyme Reb Chaims’ Ale verk - akhtsenter band (Warsaw, 1928) pp. 
35-37. 
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All translations by Annabel (Annie) Cohen. To read more of Annie’s translations and work 
on these and other Eastern European rituals, visit her website www.pullingatthreads.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 


